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=,_, Flow fields in the neighborhood of confined jets proved to be of great
.n interest for gas turbine combustor designers, Although there have been
,4
,+
numerous investigations on the characteristics of confined (1-4) jets, very
¢
; little quantitative data exist for confined jets in a swirling flow. We have
recently started an experimental program to study the characteristics of
Inhomogeneous Jets In confined swirling flows to obtain detailed and accurate
L data for the evaluation and improvement of turbulent transport modeling for
combustor flows. Our work was also motivated by the need to investigate and
quantify the influence of confinement and swirl on the characteristics of
inhomogeneous jets.
The flow facility at Arizona State University was constructed in a simple
way whtch allows easy interchange of different swtrlers and the freedom to
vary the jet Reynolds number. The velocity measurements were taken with a one
color, one component DISA Model 55L laser-Doppler anemometer employlng the
forward scatter mode, Standard statlstlcal methods are used to evaluate the
various moments of the signals to give the flow characteristics. _;
!
The current project started with the measurements of the velocity field, i
The second phase of the work wlll concentrate on the Investigation of the i
0 I
scalar fluxes utilizing concentration probes. Finally, the two different )
sensors wtll be used simultaneously to determine the turbulent momentum and
mass fluxes tn the whole flow fteld. f
The present work was dlrected at the understanding of the veloclty field.
Therefore, only veloctty and turbulence data of the axial and circumferential
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components are reported for tnhomogeneous Jets In conflned swtrl tng atr flows,
Results to date show that the jet centerltne velocity decreases rapldly In a
short distance for both Helium and air Jets. However the similarity between
Helium and air jets ends here. For atr jets, the Jet-like behaviour in the
flow disappears at about 20 diameters downstream of the jet exit. This
phenomenon is independent of the lntttal jet velocity. When this stage is
reached for the mean flow, the turbulence field also decays to that of the
background swtrllng flow. For Helium jets, the Jet-llke behaviour Is noticed
even at 40 diameters downst, eam of the jet exit. The turbulence field also
reflects the same behaviour. Since the Jets are fully turbulent (therefore,
independent of jet Reynolds numbers) and ti;e jet momentum fluxes for both alr
and Helium jets are the same, the cause of this difference in behaviour is
attributed to the combined actton of swirl and density difference. Thls
i





The completion of the proposed work will make a substantial contribution
to the understanding and predictive capability of complex turbulent swtrltng
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